by Gordon Howard

ow good
d ar
a e yo
ou at
at
drraw
awing pictures?
Some peo
op
plle ar
are
e
very good at iitt. No matter
how good (or not so good)
you are, each time you dra
ra
aw
a picture, you are creatin
ng
something co
omp
m le
etely
yn
new,
even if itt llo
ooks a bit lik
ke
someone else
so
e’s
s dra
rawing.
ra
a
Your
picture has ne
ne er existed in
neve
the world be
b fore
re.
re
It is the
e sam
me when someone
me
makess up
p a new song, or tells
a story. Even if you tell a story
you have heard before, you
will tell it a little bit differently
from the way anyone told it
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be
efo
fore. It is a new thing in the
universe! You have created
itt. In other words, you have
been creative.
People who produce
space movies, cartoons
and fantasies often design
strange creatures that
they imagine might exist
somewhere. You can think
up imaginary creatures, too,
to live in an imaginary world.
When you do this, you are
being creative and producing
something that is quite new.
No one else would create
something exactly like your
creation, whether it is a story,
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a song, a picture, a creature,
or whatever.
If it never existed before,
where did it come from? Did
it appear out of nowhere, by
itself? No! It came from your
mind, your imagination, a
place no one can find even if
they look inside your brain.
Maybe you prefer to build
or make things that other
people have designed. You
might follow the instructions
and build a Lego® model, or
make a paper plane, or help
put a new piece of furniture
together, or work out how
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to make something from a
picture you have seen. In this
case, you have made it, but
you didn’t design it, because
you just built something that
someone else designed using
their creative intelligence.
To create something totally
new takes intelligence,
imagination, and intention
(that is, deciding to do it). On
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Earth,
only people
have these abilities.
No animals or plants can
truly create anything new.
Some creatures make or
build things (such as birds’
nests or spiders’ webs),
but they are only following
their instincts, not using
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imagination
to produce
anything completely
new. Yes, in our world
only people can create, but
who created people? Could
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So, next time you draw a
picture, or make up a song,
or imagine anyth
hing new, or
even make something from
existing parts, remember that
you are showing that you are
made in the im
image of God
Himself.
How cool is that!
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dirt do it? Does dirt have
imagination, intelligence, and
the ability to decide to do
something?
Some people say that people
came from dirt (chemicals in
the earth and atmosphere)
over a long period of time
without anyone’s intelligence
or imagination, but this
doesn’t make sense, does it?
It makes much more sense
to believe that someone with
intelligence and imagination
created us, along with all the
other wonderful things that
exist on our beautiful planet.
The Bible tells us that God is
the One with the intelligence
and imagination to create us,
and to think up all the other
creatures, plus the stars and
planets and even the stuff
it is all made of: atoms and
space and time. It says, “In
the beginning, God created
the heavens and the earth.”
That is, He imagined it all,
designed it all, and thought
about how He could put it
together and make it all work.
What a task that must have
been! How much thinking
would it take to make sure
every different creature He
created fitted in with all the
other creatures, to keep the
world’s living things going
with enough food.
How much intelligence! How
much imagination! What an
amazing mind God must
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have! How
brilliantly
creative He is!
But that is not all.
Once you have
decided what you
are going to draw or
build or sing about,
you need to set about
making it. You need to put
it together, build it, follow
your plan.
For example, in Genesis
1:26 the Bible says that
God decided to make
man (that is, people: men,
women, boys and girls).
Then He made the first
man, called Adam, out of
the materials that He had
already created (Genesis
2:7), just as He had done
with all the other living
things (Genesis 2:19).
Then He made a woman
out of Adam’s rib (Genesis
2:22). Only God could have
such power! Then, when
God rested, He rested
from imagining, designing,
planning, making, forming,
building and creating
(Genesis 2:3).
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Now, the reason you can
make and create things,
even something totally
new, is because God has
made you “in His image”
(Genesis 1:26). This
means, you have some of
His abilities—abilities like
imagination and creative
intelligence. He created you
with these. He wanted you to
have them so you would be
like Him (Matthew 5:48) and
able to be His friend (John
15:14; James 2:23).
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